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 Australian languages 

 
ABSTRACTS 

 
The role of pragmatics in the interpretation of aspectual verb forms in Amurdak 

 
Robert Mailhammer, University of Eichstätt 

 
This paper addresses the role of pragmatics in the interpretation of aspectual forms of verb forms 
in Amurdak, an Iwaidjan language from Northern Arnhem Land. Amurdak is unusual for Top End 
languages in several ways, one example is that its verb system seems to lack the category of 
tense. Instead, there is a combined aspectual and modal opposition.  
 
The TAM categories of Amurdak 

imperative  realis  irrealis  (malefactive) MOOD 
 
   perfective imperfective    ASPECT 
 
Aspectual forms in Amurdak and other languages often are semantically ambiguous. Therefore, a 
rather complex interplay of pragmatic inferences and aspect semantics is used by the speakers to 
interpret aspectual forms (cf. Sonnenhauser 2008 for Russian). This is even more extreme in 
languages that do not have tense to help in disambiguating between possible readings. This paper 
applies the heuristics of pragmatic inferences via Generalised Conversational Implicatures  
(Levinson 2000) to Amurdak, using the theoretical framework of Sonnenhauser (2006). It will be 
demonstrated that the information structure suggested by semantics frequently has to be 
interpreted pragmatically in order deduce the meaning of the entire form. The talk will thus show 
how different readings for aspectual forms in Amurdak are generated and how pragmatics is often 
a crucial factor in the interpretation process.   
 
References: 

Levinson, St. (2000), Presumptive Meanings, Cambridge: MIT Press 

Sonnenhauser, B. (2006), Yet There’s Method In It. Semantics, Pragmatics and the Interpretation of the 

Russian Imperfective Aspect Munich: Sagner 

Sonnenhauser B. (2008), Aspect interpretation in Russian – a pragmatic account, Journal of Pragmatics 40, 

2077–2099 

 

 
Tense, mood and aspect in Nyulnyul 

 
William B. McGregor, Århus University 

 
In this paper I present ongoing work in Nyulnyul grammar, concerning the morphology of the 
inflecting verb. I begin by presenting a revised item-arrangement scheme for the Nyulnyul 
inflecting verb, correcting some of the inadequacies of my former analysis. My main concern will 
be with tense, mood and aspect categories of Nyulnyul. More specifically, I will focus on two 
suffixes, -an and -in, describing their uses and discussing their status as tense or aspect markers; I 
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will argue in favour of the latter (at least today). I will also attempt to situate the Nyulnyul TAM 
system within the that of Nyulnyulan languages generally. 
 

Discourse functions of ignoratives in Umpila and Kuuku Ya'u 
 

Clair Hill, MPI Nijmegen 
 

In this paper I will examine ignoratives1 in Umpila and Kuuku Ya'u (Cape York Peninsula). As 
pointed out by Mushin (1995), many grammatical descriptions of Australian languages fail to 
explore the relationship between indefinite forms and interrogative functions encoded by the 
ignorative class. Several recent grammars have taken up this charge (Evans 2003 and Gaby 2006), 
though little has been done to explore what light discourse data could shed on the relationship 
between the shared formal properties and functions of ignoratives. 
 
I will explore the morpho-syntactic properties and epistemological categories (Durie 1985) of 
ignoratives in Umpila and Kuuku Ya'u. I will also discuss the range of ignorative functions: 
indefinite reference, interrogative functions, filler/word-search term, and usage in apprehensive 
constructions. Particular attention will be paid to the formulation and distribution of these various 
ignorative constructions in the discourse structure. Questions posed will include: Do interrogatives 
and indefinite referential forms have shared discourse functions? Do ignorative constructions play 
a higher level role in the macrostructure of texts? Does employment of this category always 
correspond to a speaker's lack of knowledge of the relevant entity or event? Is the tradition of 
focusing on the interrogative function as primary supported by Umpila and Kuuku Ya'u data?  
 
References: 

Durie, Mark. 1985. A grammar of Acehnese. Dordrecht: Foris. 

Evans, Nicholas. 2003. Bininj Gun-wok: a pan-dialectal grammar of Mayali, Kunwinjku and Kune. Canberra: 

Pacific Linguistics. 

Gaby, A. 2006. A Grammar of Kuuk Thaayorre. Unpublished PhD thesis. Melbourne: University of Melbourne. 

Karcevski, Serge. 1969. Introduction à l’étude de l’interjection. In R. Godel (ed.) A Geneva School Reader. 

Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 
Mushin, Ilana. 1995. Epistememes in Australian Languages. Australian Journal of Linguistics, 15:1-31. 

Wierzbicka, Anna. 1980. Lingua mentalis. New York: Academic Press. 

 

 
The genetic status of Umpithamu 

 
Jean-Christophe Verstraete, University of Leuven 

 
In this talk, I will argue that Umpithamu belongs with the Middle Paman languages, and does not 
form its own subgroup, as suggested by the classification in Dixon (2002). I will use evidence from 
phonological and morphological innovations to show that these are shared with Middle Paman 
languages like Ayapathu, Umpila and Wik languages. I will also show that Umpithamu's closest 
relative is Ayapathu, and I will try to locate Umpithamu and Ayapathu within the Middle Paman 
                                                 
1 The term ignorative is used following Karcevski 1969 and Wierzbicka 1980. Mushin (1995) employs the term 

epistememes for this class. 
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subgroup. 
 

The Lower Burdekin languages: a reappraisal 
 

Anthony Grant, Edge Hill University 
 

The long since dormant languages associated with the Lower Burdekin River area in Queensland 
are some of the most patchily attested Indigenous languages in Australia of which we have 
records. Our only records of them are three rather short vocabularies (and these not always of the 
most ‘basic’ items) following the format of the lexical samples provided in Curr (1886-87), though 
with gaps in coverage.  As was usual at that time, these vocabularies were written in ad hoc 
English-based orthographies which disguise much of the phonetic detail of the languages (for 
instance the range of coronal stops and nasals which we may assume these languages possessed). 
Very little can be said or reconstructed about the morphology of these languages.   It is clear that 
three distinct languages are presented in these vocabularies, and it is equally clear that these 
languages are genetically related. In the light of work on other sketchily attested Queensland 
languages, such as that on Minkin of the Gulf of Carpentaria by Evans (1990), I discuss the 
available materials and the problems they bring forth, and present a (necessarily fragmentary) 
proto-phonology with reconstructed lexical forms, with a view to making information on these 
languages more readily amenable to the needs of comparative work on Australian languages. 
 
References. 

Curr, E. M. 1886-87.  The Australian Race.  Melbourne: John Ferres. 

Evans, Nick. 1990.  The Minkin language of the Burketown region. Studies in comparative Pama-Nyungan, 

edited by Geoffrey O’Grady and Darrell Tryon, 173-207. Canberra: Pacific Linguistics C-111. 

 
 

Hunter-Gatherer Language Change: An overview 
 

Claire Bowern, Yale University 
 
This talk is a preliminary report on an NSF-funded Interdisciplinary project to study language 
change in hunter-gatherer communities. I describe the theoretical basis for the project and report 
on the Australian case study. 
 
 

Lexical and morphological reconstruction of Marrngu 
 

Natalie Weber, Yale University 
 
I am currently doing a senior honors project at Rice University concerned with the lexical and 
morphological reconstruction of Marrngu. Primary data is from the Pama-Nyungan database 
currently being compiled by Claire Bowern and students. As such it includes data from both 
published  works and unpublished field notes and wordlists. This is a year-long project and my talk 
will give a review of the research up to that point, including proposed reconstructions, sound 
changes, and exceptions or problem areas. 
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Taking a stance on coverbs: Positional verb constructions in Gurindji Kriol 
 

Felicity Meakins, University of Manchester 
 
Gurindji Kriol is a mixed language spoken at Kalkaringi in northern Australia. It derives its lexicon 
and structure from Gurindji (Ngumpin-Yapa) and Kriol (English-based creole). Kriol provides the 
grammatical matrix for the verb structure, as defined by the use of Kriol tense and mood markers 
such as bin and garra. Nonetheless Gurindji-derived coverbs are commonly found in the 'verb' 
position: 
 
(1)   dat  warlaku  bin  kutij  nyantu-rayinyj-ma.  (GK) 
 DET dog  PST stand 3SG-ALONE-DIS 
 'The dog stood on his own.' (CE: FHM014: Picture-match game) 
 
Although (1) is Kriol-like in structure, in many cases the verb structure appears to follow the 
Gurindji complex verb structure more closely with a two-part verb. In (2) and (3), kutij (stand) is 
accompanied by a PUT verb to create a bivalent structure. In Kriol, the transitive marker is used to 
change the valency of intransitive verbs, see (4). This Kriol structure is not possible in Gurindji 
Kriol. 
 
(2)   put-im  kutij  nyila   ojij    (GK) 
 put-TRN stand  that horse 
 'Stand the (toy) horse up! (CR: FM054.A: Conversation) 
 
(3)   kutij  ngu=rna   yuwa-ni.    (Gurindji) 
 stand  CAT=1SG.S  put-PST 
 'I stood it (the coolamon) up.' (VD: FM07-050: Description) 
 
(4)   sid-im-ap   doldol,   go-an.    (Kriol) 
 sit-TRN-up   doll,     go-on 
 'Sit the doll up, go on!' (Disbray 2008: PD: SD009:75) 
 
Nonetheless, it is clear from (1) that the Gurindji Kriol verb structure does not pattern neatly with 
the Gurindji structure. A Gurindji-derived coverb can occur as a main verb in a Gurindji Kriol simple 
clause, whereas in Gurindji an accompanying inflecting verb is always required. 
 
This paper seeks to characterise the verb structure in Gurindji Kriol with respect to positional or 
stance verbs. 
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Prosodic units in Jaminjung 
 

Candide Simard, University of Manchester 
 

As stated by Ladd, one of the ‘most basic uses of intonation is to divide the stream of speech into 
chunks’ (2001). A first step in the analysis of the prosody of Jaminjung is therefore to describe 
these basic units of speech and the phonetic parameters that make it possible to identify them and 
show the relationships between them.  
 
This study is based on the Parallel Encoding and Target Approximation model of intonation 
(PENTA), developed by Yi Xu (see Xu 2005). In this model, intonational components are defined 
by function rather than form. Multiple functions such as lexical tones, sentential effects, focus, 
topic, and grouping are transmitted concurrently through encoding schemes (hence parallel 
encoding) that assign values to the melodic primitives (local target, pitch range, articulatory 
strength and duration) over specific temporal domains. These are used as control parameters for 
the target approximation process and eventually to the realisation of surface acoustics.  
 
In this talk, I will examine the results of the analysis of the following cues for a corpus of 
Jaminjung speech data: pauses, often considered the most obvious indicator of boundaries 
between units; pitch reset which refers to a markedly higher value of F0 at the beginning of a unit 
than that of the preceding unit; final lengthening which reflects the slowing down at the end of 
units - the larger the unit, the greater the degree of final lengthening (Wightman et al., 1992). 
Final lengthening leads to longer duration of segments, usually of the vowel; which may results in 
the sounds being pronounced less loudly and clearly than in other syllables.  This may in turn lead 
to the occurrence of various phonation events, such as creaky or breathy voice, that become cues 
for identifying prosodic units. 
 
Whether intonational phrasing is dependant on grammatical structure is amply discussed in the 
literature. Following Blanche-Benveniste (1990), I will argue that much of these arguments stem 
from the written-spoken language dichotomy, and that for an unwritten language, it is indeed 
extremely difficult to disentangle the two.  I will explore the relations between syntactic structure 
and intonational phrasing for Jaminjung.  
 
Finally, I will propose an inventory of the prosodic units found in Jaminjung. 

 
References: 

Blanche-Benveniste C. 1990. Le français parlé, études grammaticales, Ch 8 Macrosyntaxe éd. du CNRS, coll. 
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Ladd, D. Robert. 2001. “Intonation”. In Haspelmath, Martin, Ekkehard König, Wulf Oesterreicher & Wolfgang 

Raible (eds), Language Typology and Language Universals: ein internationales Handbuch, vol. 2 

(Handbücher zur Sprach- und Kommunkationswissenschaft). Berlin: Walter de Gruyter. 1380–1390 

Wightman, C. W., Shattuck-Hufnagel, S., Ostendorf, M., & Price, P. J. 1992. Segmental durations in the 

vicinity of prosodic phrase boundaries, J. Acoust. Soc. Am., vol. 91, no. 3, pp. 1707--17  

Xu, Yi. 2005. Speech Melody as Articulatorily Implemented Communicative Functions. Speech 
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Communication, 46.220-51. 
 

Form and function of discontinuous noun phrases in Jaminjung 
 

Eva Schultze-Berndt, University of Manchester 
 
This paper presents preliminary results of ongoing research on the various manifestations and 
functions of discontinuous noun phrases (split NPs) in Jaminjung (Western Mindi), a Non-Pama-
Nyungan language of Northern Australia. I will discuss different surface constellations – in terms of 
the subclasses of nominals involved, their prosodic characteristics, and the nature of the 
intervening constituents and argue that they can be associated with different constructional 
meanings and pragmatic functions, within a construction-based framework. It will be suggested 
that distinguishing true split NPs from similar constructions such as depictive secondary predicates, 
appositions, and dislocated constituents, particularly with regard to prosodic properties. Special 
emphasis will be given to a function of split NPs which has not previously been described for any 
language. This is their occurrence as a defining characteristics of a participant-introducing subtype 
of thetic ("all-new") clauses. 
 
 

Categories of social cognition in Ngarinyin 
 

Stephan Spronck, MPI Nijmegen 
 

In recent years, the notion of social cognition, or the ability to make assumptions about properties 
of ‘other minds’, has come to play a central role in usage-based approaches to linguistic inter-
action, language acquisition and evolutionary accounts of linguistic competence (cf. Tomasello, 
2003; Enfield & Levinson, 2006). In any language, there are a number of grammatical categories 
and constructions that could not be interpreted at all without this universal human ability and 
social cognition is crucial for the grammaticization of these categories. 
 
After briefly looking at a number of cross-linguistically occurring categories that have this close 
connection with social cognition, I will address a number of grammatical categories of this type 
that are specific to Australian languages. I will then turn to Ngarinyin (Worrorran, Kimberley 
region), present a number of relevant constructions and categories in this language and argue why 
accounting for these phenomena within a framework of social cognition has great benefits over 
more traditional notions such as reference and modality. I conclude the talk by discussing the 
methodology for studying categories of social cognition, especially in Ngarinyin, and argue that 
gaining more insight in these categories may deepen our understanding of linguistic competence in 
general. 
 
References 

Enfield, N.J. & Stephen C. Levinson (eds.) (2006). Roots of human sociality, Culture, cognition and 

interaction. Oxford [etc.]: Berg. 

Tomasello, M. (2003). Constructing a Language: A Usage-Based Theory of Language Acquisition. Cambridge, 

MA: Harvard University Press. 
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Constructional effects of inanimate Agents in Australian languages 
 

Stefanie Fauconnier, University of Leuven 
 
In this paper, I will study the constructional effects of inanimate Agents in Australian languages 
and will show that sentences with an inanimate Agent often exhibit a mixed transitive pattern (cf. 
Evans et al. (2007) on reciprocal constructions). I will argue that this can be explained by the 
semantic features of inanimate Agents on the one hand and their discourse status on the other 
hand. The starting point for this study is a sample of 36 languages from both Pama-Nyungan and 
non-Pama-Nyungan languages. I will show that constructions with an inanimate Agent can differ 
from their counterparts with an animate Agent along three parameters: the marking of the Agent, 
the marking of the Object and the transitivity of the verb. Constructional effects of inanimate 
Agents are thus not limited to the Agent itself. 
 
Concerning the transitivity of the verb I will show that the presence of an inanimate Agent often 
entails intransitivisation of the verb (e.g. the reflexive suffix but the transitive case frame in 
example (2), compare with (1)). As to the marking of the arguments, I will show that the 
inanimate Agent may be syntactically downgraded whereas their Objects may be foregrounded. 
Downgrading of the Agent occurs, for instance, when it is marked with a case which is normally 
reserved for adjuncts (e.g. the instrumental in (4), or not cross-referenced on the verb. 
Foregrounding of the Object, on the other hand, occurs when it is assigned the nominative instead 
of the accusative case (e.g. example (6)) or when it is obligatorily promoted to sentence-initial 
position.  
 
I will show that these three parameters can be combined, resulting in 8 different possible 
configurations (e.g. unmarked Object but marked Agent and intransitivised verb, or marked Object 
and Agent but transitive verb, etc). Most of these constructions exhibit a mixed type of transitivity 
as the three parameters do not necessarily point in the same directions.  
 
In this paper I will argue that these constructional effects can be accounted for by two main 
principles. The first motivation relates to semantic factors. Inanimates are atypical as Agents 
because they lack agency, volitional control and intention (Silverstein 1976; Van Valin & Wilkins 
1996). This is why the constructions that are used are atypical as well. Of course this semantic 
characterization of inanimates is not unproblematic. Natural Forces (e.g. lightning) can be said to 
be higher in agency than regular inanimate objects, because of their ability to “act” without  
external instigation. This implies that the feature of “low agency” does not apply on all inanimates. 
On the other hand there are also animates which can be considered to lack volitional control and 
intention (e.g. when they do something by accident). I will show that these semantic onsiderations 
need to be taken into account when dealing with the different constructions. 
 
The second motivation relates to discourse factors. In events with an inanimate Agent and an 
animate Object, the normal topicality relation is reversed (Yamamoto 1999): the Object is higher 
in topicality than the Agent, instead of vice versa. Again, this leads to deviations on the level of the 
construction. 
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Guugu Yimidhirr (Haviland 1979:123–124)  
(1)  Nganhi wagi   bama-al  

1sg+ACC cut+PAST man-ERG  
‘The man cut me’  

 
(2) Nganhi wagi-idhi  naaybu-unh  
 1sg+ACC cut-REFL+PAST knife-ERG  
 ‘I got cut on the knife’ (=the knife cut me)  
 
Jingulu (Pensalfini 1997:273, 284)  
(3) Babi-rni   ikiya-rnarna-nu  ibilkini.  
 Older.brother-ERG wet-3sgS1sgO-did water  
 ‘My brother wet me’  
 
(4) Darrangku-warndi  maya-ngarna-nu.  
 tree-INST    hit-3sgS1sgO-did  
 ‘I ran into a tree [literally: “The tree hit me”]’  
 
Nyulnyul (McGregor 1999:535, 545)  
(5) arri mi-la-r-ngay  
 no 2sgNOM-IRR-spear-1minACC  
 ‘Don’t bite me’  
 
(6) nga-la-marr -karr   jungk-in  
 1sgNOM-IRR-burn –TEMP fire-ERG  
 ‘I might get burnt by the fire’ 
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